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ROOMS AND SUITES AT MANDARIN ORIENTAL, MUNICH – LUXURIOUS,
INDIVIDUAL, PRIVATE AND FLEXIBLE

Guests of Mandarin Oriental, Munich have the choice between 48 guest rooms and 25
suites, each individually designed with an East-meets-West aesthetic. With views
stretching over the city or the famous Hofbräuhaus beer garden, the room’s design blends
boutique chic and classic comfort, by the use of rich fabrics in combination with Oriental
touches. Predominantly colours are cream, taupe, brown, smoky blue and light salmon
pink.

King-size beds with down comforters, crisp linens and cotton bedspreads ensure highest
comfort, while bespoke furniture, carpets, original artwork and Neo-Classic prints add to
the hotel’s elegant residential feel. All guest rooms feature sleek cherry wood furniture in
Neo-Biedermeier style, with subtle Asian influences, reflecting Mandarin Oriental’s
Oriental heritage. In addition, all rooms offer complimentary mini bar, state-of-the art
entertainment such as Bang & Olufsen flatscreen televisions, in both the bedroom and
bathroom, and a yoga mat for morning stretches.

The luxurious Grand Presidential (325m²), Presidential (120m²) and Oriental Suite (70 m²)
also provide a winter garden, creating an airy, light-flooded atmosphere as well as unique
views of the cityscape and landmarks. Furthermore, some of the hotel’s 25 lavish suites
offer diverse connecting possibilities to meet individual guest needs. It’s thus possible to
enlarge the two-bedroom Presidential to the Grand Presidential Suite, which includes the
vast 120m² suite as well as five additional bedrooms. Taking up half a wing of the hotel’s
top floor, each room offers a different view, with the finest available from the Presidential
Suite’s glass enclosed dining area and wraparound balcony.
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The high-ceilinged guest bathrooms of pale salmon Estramoz marble, imported from
Portugal, offer vanity tops and carved mirror frames of pewter. Breccia Nouvelle marble
provide striking colour contrasts to the pale-hued walls. All bathrooms are equipped with
walk-in shower, separate bathtub, toilet and bidet as well as underfloor heating and
exclusive bath products from Shanghai Tang. Guests enjoy the luxury of French Porthault
linens, extra-thick towels and plush Egyptian cotton bathrobes.

About Mandarin Oriental, Munich
Perfectly located in the very heart of Munich’s old town Mandarin Oriental, Munich is
surrounded by the State Opera, the famous Hofbräuhaus and the exclusive Maximilian
shopping mile. Within this lively, cultural and enticing environment, Mandarin Oriental,
Munich is an elegant gem, marking a symbiosis of timeless, sophisticated charm and
traditional Bavarian elegance, combined with modern design, contemporary luxury and
subtle oriental accents. Guests are awaiting the highest levels of personalised service, as
well as a selection of brand new restaurant and bars. The hotel’s elegant and spacious 48
guestrooms and 25 suites offer the finest in international luxury and, along with the
stunning roof-top pool, feature views that stretch across the picturesque surroundings of
the old town.
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